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An Optimistic Note

SEVEN

CAPE TOWN

of a few days, India, Senegal and the Ivory
Coast ban South African ships and planes and sever all relations,
there is cause for optimism. And when, during the same time,
an All-African Hockey tournament has to be cancelled because
thirteen African nations refuse to play with South Africa, dockworkers in Sweden and Denmark refuse to unload cargo from
South Africa and Australian workers refuse to load cargo .for
South Africa, there is even more reason to be optimistic.
A great many South Africans-by one of those odd paradoxes
in our paradoxical country-rejoice to know that we are being
snubbed, insulted and subjected to various forms of economic
and cultural hardship. And those who do so would scorn the
suggestion that they are being unpatriotic.
Why? Beca~se they believe-and this is the basic rationale
underlying it which is not often understood even by our overseas
friends-that it is only by the destruction of the present order
in South Africa that we can· hope to start rebuilding a democratic
society.
Jubilation at each action against South Africa tends to be
short-lived. Within hours there is a statement from official sources
saying that "this will make no difference. The position will not
change as a result of the ban, since South Africa has hardly any
connection with the country in question." Som·etimes this is
even true.
But this official pooh-poohing should not be allowed to minimise
the significance of actions against South Africa. The basic
significance remains unaltered and it is this: that there is a steady
build-up of opposition to the South African regime and that the
minor pressures are important because first, they accumulate into
a considerable mass and, secondly, because they are the forerunner
of major ones; since they create the climate in which it is possible
to press for greater action against our country.
There is also the subsidiary-but extremely importantconsideration that action initiated by the smaller countries must
exert, indirectly, pressure on South Africa's major allies-Britain
and America-and by showing them the extent of the repugnance
for South Africa force them to con~ider more closely their role
in propping up the Verwoerd regime.
One thing in relation to this is important: it is essential that
countries acting against South Africa should know-difficult as
it may be to communicate this-that democrats in South Africa
welcome their actions.
Events which would have been strung out over periods of
months and years, requiring much tedious and tactful diplomatic
pussy-footing, are now crowding each other with a speed that
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Socialism IS
Unnecessary
South Africa needs genuine
equality
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soon becomes accustomed to
speaking to audiences who consIder one to be
dangerously liberal. It is in that sense refreshing to be
asked to write for The New African most of whose
readers, I imagine, regard the Progressive Party as a
pretty reactionary group.
The other thing to which one soon becomes
accustomed in South Africa today is propounding the
basic principles of Western civilisation (an untidy term,
but readers will understand) to people who think it is
Communism. Whatever my differences with The New
African may be, I am sure its readers don't think that,
and this emboldens me to set down a few ideas under
the above title.
The argument between state and private ownership
of the means of production has never been so loud in
South Africa as in Europe, Australia or even America.
In large measure, of course, this is because the working
man has never been heard. In real terms, the vote has
always been confined to that section of the population
who would tend in any country to vote Right. Indeed,
the only reason that Socialism ever was advocated by
a recognised political group in South Africa was one.
of those oddities with which our political history
abounds. The real raison d' el're of the South African
Labour Party in the twenties was to prevent the
capitalists from employing (not necessarily exploiting),
in competition with white, black labour. In a real sense,
th~ South African Left, as I suppose it would ~ave
called itself, was a completely Rightist group. It
existed to defend privilege. Le me hasten to say that
this was not at all true of the Labour Party in its last
days, when people like Alex Hepple and Leo Lovell
were first-rate liberal parliamentarians, whose civilised
views disguised no paradoxes. That, no doubt, is why
they are no longer parliamentarians.
AS A PROGRESSIVE, ONE

every country in the West-as well as a good many in
the East-functions on a more or less sensible mixture
of prIvate enterprise and State, ownership. In the
twenties, the South African Labour Party professed
Socialism because the working-class movement of the
world did· so. In the sixties and seventies, that outside
lead may not be there, except in the form of Communism. And Communism is not what I am discussing.
The peculiar dilemma that may confront South Africa
would be this: the non-whites might find themselves
with equality of opportunity either on the Progressive
or on the Liberal model. This might produce a multiracial or even an all-black government. But if the
private, enterprise system were left untouched, the
economic advantages would remain with the Whites,
and they might continue, perhaps for generations, to
enjoy a better standard of living than their black
cgmpatriots. This, it is suggested, would be intolerable
to the latter, and therefore, so the argument runs,
socialism is the only way. Indeed I have heard it argued
in some circles that the brave new South Africa would
have to be introduced by the confiscation of rich men's
property for division among poor.
Is Socialis1l! then an esse.ntial prerequisite of
democracy in South Africa? Let us first try to establish
what we mean by this. I call myself a supporter of
private enterprise, yet I believe that the state must
take responsibility for the provision of water, power,
transport, housing and other basic service. What is
more, I think that organisations like the I.D.C. have a
most important part to play in developing industry.
Further, I believe in a very generous dose of Welfare
State.ism. I would go at least as far, if needs be, as
Attlee's government did in 1945. These things, to many
people, constitute socialism. Certainly Senator Barry
Goldwater or even, one suspects, Vice-President
Johnson would view them as such. Yet I think, by
~odern standards, that these things are simply enlIghtened government. The argument to which I wish
to return is: is it necessary to take the ownership of
the means of production out of the hands of the people
who hold it now?
I hope to goodness it isn't necessary. I think that, by
and large, South Africa has been and is exceedingly
fortunate in the ability of her entrepreneurs. Indeed, I
believe that the principal reason why the gloomy
economic predictions of so many politicians (myself
among them) made over the. last ten years have not
been fulfilled is that the private-enterprise economy
has gone on running so efficiently that overseas countries have continued to find us a valuable trading
partner, whjle blacks as well as whites here at home
have found jobs which are sufficiently desirable to
induce them to maintain industrial peace. I am quite

less important in South Africa
than in other countries. The purpose of this article is
to guess whether the South Africa of tomorrow, in
which Non-Whites have full citizenship, will go
socialist or not. Of course, in the rest of the world this
is becoming a very old-fashioned argument. Virtually
BUT THE PAST IS EVEN
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sure that the expansion of the gross national product
is likely to be far more rapid under private enterprise
than under state ownership.
THERE IS ANOTHER particular reason for avoiding state
ownership in our country. It necessarily means considerable expansion of the, civil service at high levels,
and a great deal more responsibility for the bureaucracy.
At the moment, of course, the civil service is stretched
and strained to the limit because, as a matter of policy
there are no non-whites above the lowest levels. An
attempt is being made to serve 16,000,000 people from,
3,000,000. One of the· first tasks of the first enlightened
South African government will be to reorganise the
civil service to make it representative of the population.
That task will be immensely more difficult if new and
far-reaching responsibilities are placed upon it at the
same time.
But, most of all, since I am stating my views, I
object to State control here for the same reason that
I would do so anywhere else. I believe in the individual
human being, with all his faults. I think that his
ambition, his profit motive. will produce a more sustained and productive effort than can ever be expected
from a state employer unless the latter is a rare fanatic.
So I want to preserve private ownership.
What then of the black man's disadvantage? I don't
believe that it is mainly or ever largely a matter of
property ownership. I think that is an outmoded
concept. In today's world, far more people think in
terms of income than of profits, of buying power rather
than of ownership. I suggest that there are many men
in the very top money bracket today who could be
sold up for less than a year's income·. They, far more
than the handful of trulv rich men, will stand in the
way of the African's progress. I suppose I myself will,
not because of any solid wealth I have, but because of
advantages of education and convention. These, then,
are the things we must change-not ownership.
ANY GENUINE REFORMER OF the South African Society
must do two things on a vast scale-amongst many
other things not so imnlediately relevant. He must
provide truly universal education to a reasonable
standard, with opportunity on merit thereafter. And he
must smash the economic colour bar in all its forms.
If these things are not done, then even socialism will
not really bring it about. Of course, to do these things
will involve heavy taxation, falling largely on the rich.
and therefore, indirectly, a good deal of redistribution
of wealth. I think that is right., and I suspect that many
of our rich men also think it is right. But it will not
involve the frustration of productive talent through the
denying of the profit motive.
In the end, the welfare of black no less than white
will depend upon the skill and exertion of all who
work.. plan or direct in our economy. And while skill
may be much the same under state ownership or private
enterprise, exertion will always tend to be greater under
the latter.
. I realise that I have generalised broadly and perhaps
provoeatively. What I say is none the less sincere for
that. We don't need socialism. We need true and
genuine equality of opportunity.
•
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Ghana's Benevolent
Dictatorship
Nkrunlah now wants
less propaganda,
more practical action

HARRY JAGUAR
the first of the new African countries to
be inde,pendent, since when it has been both the pace
setter and the symbol. President Nkrumah has pressed
on towards his goals of African Socialism and Pan
African unity. He also wants Ghana, the country with
the highest income per head in black Africa, to keep
its lead in the continent's race, for economic development. Perhaps the time is due for a fair assessment of
his and Ghana's success.
Nkrumah has found that his ideological beliefs have
led him to the rejection of the Westminster type
parliamentary system. The opposition party scarcely
exists. Nkrumah thinks it can serve no useful purpose
in a country which must concentrate its efforts in order
to become a modern nation. Similarly, Parliament has
been reduced in status. M.P.s and even Ministers are
no longer respected. Real power is not wielded in
Parliament. Ministers fall overnight. One day Mr.
Gbedemah was the second man in the state, the next
he was a traitor. The most militant party Minister of
all, Taiwa Adamafio was suddenly detained under
suspicion of planning a coup and being mixed up in
the bomb outrages. Even Krobo Edusei, that exuberant,
loyal, party worker was suddenly disgraced when
Nkrumah gave the word, then reinstated as Minister of
Agriculture.
Some power in Ghana lies with the civil service.
Here is a group of well trained administrators who still
run things on civil service lines in very much the same
way the British trained them. But now and again their
conservative way of doing things, their slowness and
lack of originality annoy Nkrumah so that he steps up
his own rival administration and runs things from
Flagstaff House-the budget bureau, the President's
Press Office, the bureau of African Affairs and so
on.
In Ghana, when people want things done quickly they
try and go to the President by the back door.
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elimination of the opposition is
Nkrumah's depende.nce on the party-the Convention
Peoples Party. There is now an attempt to form party
branches in alnlost all institutions in the country. A
branch has even been formed in the Holy Healing
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Church at Kumasi with the Pastor as Secretary. The
C.P.P. militants, and the.ir younger brothers the Young
Pioneers, have become the tough guys of Ghana's
revolution. One cannot help being reminded of the
political henchmen of the dictatorships of the thirties
-Hitler's Nazis, Mussolini's Fascists and now
Nkrumah's C.P.P. The party worships the leader.
Nkrumah is dubbed Osagyefo-the honoured leaderand almost everyone in Ghana refers to him as such.
Most of the Press in Ghana is controlled by the
party and spends its time, either praising the near godly
qualities of Osagyefo, or on the attack against imperialism and neo-colonialism (Nkrumah was the populariser of this word). Nkrumah will himself phone the
editors of the party newspaper to make sure their
editorials are on the right lines and to tell them to
avoid certain subjects.
Meanwhile some of Ghana's best men have been
detained or driven into exile while others have declined
their part in building a new nation by avoiding politics
altogether.
Ghana is proud of its principle of 'one man one vote',
but now the vote can only be cast for a C.P.P. candidate
that the party has screened. Occasionally an independent stands, but when the independents got a majority
in the recent Kumasi City Council elections, defeating
the government sponsored mayor, an excuse was made
to declare the elections invalid.
GHANA CAN THUS FAIRLY BE described as a dictatorship,
but a benevolent one. Unlike other dictatorships, the
leader has the interests of the ordinary people really
close to his heart. Nor is there any persecution of
minorities in Ghana. There is complete racial, social
and religious tolerance. Nor is Ghana planning aggression against its neighbours. Thus the Ghanaian
dictatorship has taken its own, almost friendly, shape
under the African sun.
The Ghanaian people are not labouring under the
yoke of oppression. The ordinary man is happy under
government by his own people and free from British
colonial rule. The fishermen of Accra have state
supplied outboard motors for their banana boats; the
Kumasi cocoa farmers can buy insecticides and fertilisers at subsidised prices, the market mammies are
still making huge fortunes by street trading.
Nkrumah's most convincing argument is that
disunity cannot be afforded. The opposition cannot be
tolerated if it interferes in the important task of nation
building and raising living standards.
The British Press has spent a lot of time saying that
the Ghana economy has been ruined since the British
left. They point to the depleted foreign exchange
re~erves to show that the country has been mismanaged.
The reserves stood at £171 million in 1957 at the time
of independence and they were down to £73 million in
1961. This figure has been held during the current year.
But it is not fair to say that the money has been
squandered.
Among Ghana's achievements are a highly developed
education system including free Primary education for
all schoolchildren and a social service system unparalleled in black Africa. The economic infrastructure
has not been neglected; there is a fine tarmac road
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network, the £17t million Tema port has been completed, Accra has an airport of international standards,
there is a boatyard producing wooden fishing vessels.
Of course there has been some extravagance. Money
has been spent on the. prestige symbols of a dictatorship.
The Black Star military square has an air-conditioned
saluting base. Eight Russian Ilyushin planes were
bought for Ghana airways and then left unused at the
airport. Some taxes made it impossible for local industries to get off the ground. The timber industry
suffered severely when the government took over
marketing. But seen in perspective these things are
understandable mistakes of a new nation. On the whole
there has been remarkable little corruption. In Ghana
there has be.en a deliberate attempt to stop Ministers
from amassing large personal fortunes.
Most important of all, Nkrumah is now seeing the
fulfilme.nt of his most ambitious project in the building
of the Volta river dam which should be generating
electricity by 1965. An aluminium smelter is being
built which will take about half the hydro electricity
leaving e.nough over to give industry really cheap
power.
MUCH MONEY HAS BEEN spent in propagating Nkrumah's
Pan Africanism. There have been loans to Guinea and
Mali which do not seem likely to be returned in the
forseeable future. Large. sums have been spent in acting
host to Pan African conferences. A permanent Bureau
of African Affairs is maintained like a government
department. African refugees are welcomed and their
upkeep is provided and they are looked after in an
African Affairs Centre. Ghana tries to keep up with the
big powers in the. numbers of her embassies abroad.
Much expenditure seems purely for prestige and to
demonstrate to the rest of Africa what an important
part Ghana is playing in the continent's revolution.
Ghana's critics have also tried to show the country
drifting towards communism. Evidence is produced in
the trade agreements with Eastern European countries
and promises of loans amounting to R200 million. Or
accusing fingers are pointed at the extreme left wingers
in key positions in Ghana such as Mr. Ge.offrey Bing,
the President's Special Adviser and Marxists such as
the South African Mr. Hymie Basner, now a leading
columnist on the Ghanaian Times, Eric Heyman, Editor
of the Evening News, T. D. Baffoe, Editor of the Ghanaian Times, Dr. T. R. Makonen, Chairman of the African
Affairs Centre and Kwasi Amoako-Atta, Deputy
Governor of the Bank of Ghana. But in the same way
that trade with Communist countries is far outweighed
by trade with the West, the small group of militant
left wingers is counterbalanced by a far larger number
of influential Ghanaians who support more moderate
policies.
In recent months there have been signs in Ghana of
disillusionment with Communist promises and during
1962 imports from Communist countries into Ghana
accounted for only 6.9% of world imports, and exports
for only 8.3%. The Ghanaians are also finding that the
Russians are very tough busine.ssmen who drive a hard
bargain and expect all the privileges and high
standards of living of the old colonialists. There have
also been instances when the communist technicians
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have shown themselves less effective in tackling projects
than their counterparts in the West.
the Capital Investments Act there
has been much more confidence in Ghana's economy.
Foreign investors re-cognise that Ghana intends to find
much of the capital for her development projects from
her own resources. Moreover she now guarantees
foreign capital which will be allowed to move in and
out of the country freely. An indication of the state of
confidence in the outside world for Ghana is always
reflected in the price of Ashanti Goldfields shares.
These have been held during the past few months at
near peak levels.
.
The most interesting developments have been in
Nkrumah's foreign policy. At Addis he attempted to get
the other states to endorse his plans for a close. political
union for all African states. Though he has somewhat
modified his opinions he still felt, at the time of Addis,
that African countries should try and unite in one
central parliament and one upper house as soon as
SINCE THE PASSING OF

COMMENT
"There's no Tel/ing"
variations on the old
non-intervention theme
THE CURRENT ARGUMENT AGAINST isolating South Africa
is based on this statement: "'There's no telling how
far the Afro-Asian nations will go once they have used
their voting powe.r to get South Af~ica out of international bodies." It is on this ground that Britain and
America are currently opposing the move for South
Africa's expulsion from U.N. This is an argument we
shall hear a good deal in future.
There are several significant features to be noticed.
The first is that previous arguments have largely been
discarded. It is no longer argued that isolation will not
do any good. Nor is it being argued that it is better
to keep South Africa in international bodies so that
she can be lectured and persuaded to change her ways.
Nor is it being argued that economic and other isolation
would hit the blacks first (poor blacks! to be the
objects of such hypocritical concern!). The argument
now is: "There's no telling". Precisely. There is no
telling.

might be anticipated. Could
it be that the D.S. would not like to be hauled into the
dock about the treatment of Negroes and other
minorities? Certainly her own backyard is far from
clean-recent events have spectacularly highlighted the
shameful race restrictions at universities for instance:
and if inquiries were taken further afield, some ugly
features might emerge from the Latin-American scene
-with Uncle Sam, in spite of his posturings behind
the Declaration of Human Rights.. the chief nigger in
the woodpile.
Britain we know, would have some awkward questions to answer-nothwithstanding the fact that she
BUT CERTAIN POSSIBILITIES
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possible. At the conference he delivered an impassioned
speech promoting this objective, but the weight of the
conference went in the other direction. Finally Nkrumah
agreed to the African charter-which outlined certain
specific fields of co-operation-with good grace. In the
interests of African unity he agreed to a much less
revolutionary programme than his own.
His attitude at Addis seems to show that he is no
longer to force his policies through regardless of other
African leade.rs. He has now come to realise that his
own militant way of doing things is not the only way.
It seems that this patient attitude in foreign policy..
comes at the same time as a much calmer approach
at home. Since the bomb attempts, Nkrumah appears to
be much more cautious. The bomb at Kulungugu, which
ripped his back with several pieces of shrapnel, seems
to have changed his manner of thinking. He now relies
less on the power of his position, more on the subtlety
of persuasion.
Nkrumah must also have been disappointed to have
been left out of the committee which is to administer

can make some sort of a showing over colonial issues
in recent years.
Indeed there is no telling what dirty linen might have
to be washed because of unified pressure from the new
nations. (One cannot expect overmuch from European
nations apart from moral fulmination-the continued
existence of tyrants like Salazar and Franco for more
than a quarter of a century indicate that nothing will
be done to demand or compel observance of the principles enshrined in Western liberal thought.) It is thus
understandable that there should be concern about the
extent to which pressure is being exerted today by the
Afro-Asian bloc.
BUT THIS IS NOT the real bogey. When there is talkwith an air of veiled menace-of "there's no telling
where it will lead to if the new nations are allowed to
exert concerted pressure successfully", something else
is implied. And if there were grounds for this implication, it would be good reason for concern.
What is implied is that by the ganging up of a
number of nations it would be possible for a group to
force an international body to adopt a policy which
would be immoral or inhuman or contrary to the best
interests of humanity. There are enough precedents for
this in the shoddy horse-deals which took place in the
League of Nations. But there. are surely not enough
grounds for such fear. Indeed the reverse is true.
Astonishingly, it is the insistence of the new nations on
the observance of the principles which are the essence
of western liberal thought-and especially on the cardinal principle of the worth of every individual-which
causes most embarrassment.
The strength of the case of the Afro-Asian nations
against South Africa rests on moral foundations. It is
because what they are demanding is just that they have
been able to establish so wide a measure of agreement.
And this is why it is dishonest to suggest that there
is something sinister in current developments: the
present unity is founded on moral considerations. To
suggest the reverse is to falsify the facts.
L.F.H..
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the funds to aid the African Liberatory Movements.
Political power has seemed to have been swinging
away from the party militants, particularly since some
of them blotted their copybooks over the bombthrowing incidents. Also some more militant left-wing
policies have been tried and found wanting. Nkrumah
is now turning back to the more orthodox civil servants
who have proved their loyalties and whose methods
though slow are sure. The news that all youth organisations are to be compelled to take part in training with

the Young Pioneers is but a continuation of an old.
trend. But it is ominous that Mr. Cecil Forde, one of
the Central Committee of the C.P.P., should have been
appointed Director of Press and radio in Ghana. As
Editor of The Ghanaian Times, Forde always pursued
a militant party line and wielded much political power.
Now is the hour in Ghana for the practical men who
can run the state efficiently. Nkrumah wants to hear
less talk from the propagandists and more action from
the people w'ho have real work to do.
•

The Missing
Link

really did apartheid mere harm in the eyes of the world
than practically any other part. of the film. And the
worst and most damaging bit of ham political acting
of the lot was given by Mr. Johannes Vorster, Minister
of Justice, who played such a conspicuous role in the
session.
Normally critics prefer to dwell on great performances, and draw out the lessons of their excellence. But,
with the possible exception of Mrs. Helen Suzman's
sustained loyalty to the side of the angels, there were
no great performances the last six months in Parliament. Yet Mr. Vorster's depressingly poor performance
on T.V. gave a concentrated little demonstration of the
general shoddiness of reason and imagination shown by
the Government in particular and pretty ne'arly all
M.P.s in general during the 109 sitting days of this late
lamentable session.
I

ANTHONY

DELIUS

MOST REVELATIONARY episode of the recent
Parliamentary session did not take place in either of
the chambers or, indeed, anywhere in that rambling
and many-corridored specimen of the Late Victorian
P.W.D.* architecture for Representative Governments.
It happened down one of those side streets that run off
Plein Street somewhere in the area where Madame
Marguerite presides over the vicarious entertainment of
the Moulin Rouge, or used to. There (down this side
street I mean) in a little film previewing room the
members of both Houses.. with varying states of indignation ready to hand, were given a sight and sound of
the C.B.S. film, Sabotage In South Africa, curiously
prologued and epilogued by advertisements for ~BufIe
rin', an American pain-reliever.
This showing was much in line with the general
resemblance in policy between methods of the State
Information Department and those of Ethiopian beggars. South Afric.ans who were in Ethiopia during the
war will remember those beggars who used to sit by
the road-side displaying ghastly ulcers and calling upon
passers-by to pity them for their ill-usage by fate and
mankind. The preview of the C.B.S. television film was
given in much the same spirit-a spirit into which the'
Nationalist members of Parliament, at least, entered'
with some gusto.

THE

IS WELL KNOWN THE film was greeted by our
country's representatives with groans here, hisses there,
and, oddly enough, some cheering. I say "oddly
enough" because the curious aspect of the cheering was
that it was given for those actors (White) who spoke up
for apartheid, although the performance of these actors

AS

*This is not meant as a general sneer at British or South
African P.W.D. architecture for alltime. Since the building
of all those Parliaments in various parts of the world in Late
Victorian and Edwardian times, P.W.D.s have become less
potentous, more venturesome, and even fantastiocal. Look, for
in~ta~e, at many of the Government buildings put up in
Nl~erla.~r even those put up here to house the Bantu (sic)
U nlverSl ties.
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disturbing aspect of Mr. Vorster's
performance in the C.B.S. film was its essential provincialism, nay worse, its hayseediness. For there seems
no other adequate explanation of Mr. Vorster's belief
that he could convince a world audience of the general
fairness of the pass system by stating that everybody
had to carry passes and then waving his own identity
card under the cameraman's nose. Nothing could have
demonstrated the elemental confused cunning of the
man better~ than this apparent belief that he could play
the same confidence trick on a critical and moderately
well-informed group of Western listeners as he could on
a group of staunch party followers only too eager to be
provided with threadbare excuses at a Nationalist strydda.g jamboree.
That Nationalist M.P.s could cheer this performance
instead of walking straight out of the viewing-room in
a fury, and sacking Mr. Vorster and the whole Information Department, is just as disturbing and typical as
the performance itself. But the truth is, of course, that
these legislators have long surrendered all independent
critical ability to party discipline. Thev are there to do
service as political claques, and as political claques they
conduct themselves.
In fact there is something deeply pathetic about the
great bulk of those 100 or so men who come to Parliament every year to provide majorities for the Government. Only about a dozen of them regularly contribute
wo~ds .to the debates, the rest seenl rather like public
PROBABLY THE MOST
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is a leader writer on the Cape Times, Cape Town.
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mutes and as far as the Opposition is concerned deafmutes as well. They appear, like the unhappy lovers i
the second circle of Dante's Hell, to be condemned to
eternal drifting, out of the Chamber, down the Lobby,
into the bars and the coffee-rooID!' back to the Lobby
for a joke-session, back into the House for a division.
take refuge in the Library,
although it is one of the finest in South Africa, and the
most completely stocked with the world's periodicals.
But the world's books and periodicals must only seem
to most Nationalists to go on at them like a somewhat
more coherent and articulate Opposition. And who
would spend his leisure perusing what he can hear from
Helen Suzman practically any time, and sometimes
frGm Marais Steyn, Japie Basson, Philip Moore, Abe
Bloomberg, or Advocate Fagan.
Yet there are amongst this great drift of legislatively
silent Nationalists many men of fair average ability and
talents. One wonders why so many of them remain
committed to this silence by the Party Whips while the
Blaar Coetzees, Carel de Wets, and Professor Coertses
babble on almost at 'will. It surely cannot be that the
rest cannot be trusted to repeat the 'line' with such
parrot-like efficiency.
There has always been a considerable deal of caucus
discipline about our parliamentary practice-and there
have also been silent members. But the feature of the
Verwoerd era is the extraordinary extent to which both
the discipline and silence have grown. Never before
has the word 'discipline' been so sacred, so feared, as
in Nationalist Party circles today. Never has it been
made so cruelly obvious that there is a majority in the
House of whom it may be said:
Theirs not to reason why
Theirs but to thunder, "Aye!"
Sometimes as one watches these members cheering
some bit of incredibly piddling logic by Dr. Verwoerd,
or some triumphant piece of parish politics by, say,
Mr. Vorster or'Mr. P. W. Botha, one wonders, "Are
their hearts really in it?" Not infrequently an oddment
of ministerial explanation is so inept or transparent as
to trap on whole rows of Government faces a momentary look of bewilderment or dismay. But it is hard to
tell whether it is the look of bewilderment or dismay
with 'which the white section of a South African crowd
greets a bad pass by a Springbok three-quarter, or can
it possibly be the first touch of doubt about the capacity of the present Nationalist cabinet to rule South
Africa in mid-20th-century.

VERY RARELY DO MANY

any hesitations about some of the
growing revelations of ministerial crudity were due to
the 'bad pass' reaction and not to deeper doubts. Even
the 'bad pass' reaction was strictly rationed to being
caught completely unprepared. Time and again profoundly revealing bits of ministerial inefficiency or incapacity were as dutifully cheered as Mr. Vorster's
gaffe on the C.B.S. film. After all, it was part of the
performance, like Mr. Vorster's famous proof that
Patrick Duncan was a 'Communist' because be, Pat
Duncan, had joined P.A.C. and backed its policy of
violence.

BUT I'M AFRAID THAT
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The sad fact is that whenever th y found themselves
in difficulties, Dr. Verwoerd or Mr. Vorster as much as
any of the others, went straight for the appeal on the
lowest political level-the excited supporters at the
wind-up meeting of a constituency by-election. Their
audience of Parliamentary supporters appeared to judge
them on and cheer them for their performance at this
level. And even the Opposition appeared to crumble
into acquiescence when it saw how well the appeal
would go at these depths.
THEN IS WHAT makes our present body of
Parliamentarians not the link, but the missing link of
South African politics. There is no real sign that the
Government members realise that Parliament stands
half-way between the constituency and the world. They
see the debating performances as if they were previewing them for their effect only upon a gathering of the
more remote voters. The fact that the image is also
going to be relayed to a narrowly watching world, they
se~m to take into no account whatever.
What makes the whole matter infinitely worse is that
the leading members of the cabinet seem to be just as
unaware of any other audience as well. Or it may simply be a matter of asking themselves, 'How many votes
has the world got, anyway?' And let's face it, it has
very few white ones.
•
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the North Sea to Holland. The arrival at Hook of Holland, the great majority of passengers unmet by relatives or friends, was
perhaps an omen of what was to come. Only, afterwards, during my stay in Holland, remembering my
arrival, did I realise that it was an appropiate beginning. Europe tends to be like that arrival, cold, conservative. More than anything else, it was the conservatism of Europe that bugged me all during the time I
spent there. I tried to adjust myself to the place.
I was in Anlstcrdam, attending the Rijksacademie
van Beeldende Kunssten-but it was one hell of a
struggle. Maybe it was due to the fact that the social
climate in South Africa is so different. As a South African I expected certain things in Europe which would
be different from things in South Africa. But still when
I was, at first, face to face with those things, I was still
a bit unsure of myself. One waited for offences-and
then nothing took place. It took the sting out of things.
I really admired the sense of freedom which existed
so strongly everywhere. But I was surprised by the fact
that the Europeans took their freedom so much for
granted. The impression gained was that the average
man-in-the-street didn't really know what it meant. So
that when, for instance, one got involved in conversation, after people had found out you came from South
Africa, they tended to go haywire about "freedom".
They offered screwball solutions. Then you had to explain that relations between people here were complex,
personal and involved . . . and not quite like the Belgian Congo!
The conservatism resulted in a selfishness and an
unconcern which I had never experienced on so large
a scale back home. In general we tend to be rather
casual and easy-going about things, hospitable and also,
basically, easy mixers. Most people here would offer
advice, help you, kick your backside-or even, perhaps,
slit your throat. But they would do something about
your being. In Amsterdam they would give advice or
information when you asked them. But the majority of
people never went out of their way to help. So that after
months of that, when I met people who were spontaneously helpful (and even generous), I would be just
a bit suspicious.
A VERY ROUGH PASSAGE ACROSS

IN A

FAR
COUNTRY
Travel Notes
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CLARKE

think romantically about voyaging
across the world to distant countries. That is before one
has travelled. In a way the movies, novels, glossy magizine photographs and tourist posters all help to build up
that dream.
With me it started in early childhood. I lived in a
sea-port where there where always people coming and
going. And in my home we had big, exquisite sea shells,
brought from the shores of some far tropical lands. Putting one of these shells to your ear, you would hear,
distantly and mysteriously, the ceaseless whisper of the
great oceans of the world. For me it was an endless
reminder of th~ journeys I wanted to make some day.
Eventually I was able to make a trip, by way of a
grant which I received for art study. So I headed for
Europe.
Romance becomes the dream it is when you are faced
by reality. Like arriving in London when things have
gone wrong. You are sitting on Waterloo Station and
the person who was supposed to meet you didn't turn
up. You sit there, a stranger in a far country. I had the
friend's phone number. Didn't have small change. Went
across to a bookstall· and asked. "Could you give me
some tickeys, please?" The guy behind the counter
looked at me, thought 'another foreigner', said "Ticketbox is over there", pointed in a certain direction. I said,
"O.K.", very embarrassed, and moved away. I remembered then tickeys are all right in South Africa but
definitely not in England. I went out to the street and
asked a newspaper-vendor for some 'three-penny bits'.
He gave them to me and I ·went to phone - only to
discover the dial with all those confusing numbers and
letters. I was flummoxed. What do I do· now? I asked
the first bright-looking guy who came along. He didn't
know either. Also a foreigner. A porter came along to
my assistance and dialled my number and told me how
to use the phone and that was fine.
A few rushed days in London, seeing old friends
from back home~ seeing the tourist spots, and then, in
the peak-hour scrum of a Tuesday morning trafficstream, to the train and the start of the trip to Harwich
and the Continent of Europe.
ONE IS INCLINED TO

PET ERe L ARK E recently returned to Simonstown from a visit to Holland, where he studied

painting.
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AND WHAT EUROPE MADE me aware of was that life there
lacked what we experience here, not just a matter of
day-to-day existence but a very virile, passionate conscious entanglement with living our lives. I never really
saw people there give vent to their feelings like I've seen
people do here. Because of that I had difficulty getting
to grips with the Dutch, even though I tried hard to
understand them. But they would hide behind their conservatism and keep you from getting at them. They were
curious to know where you came from, what your name
was, what you were doing there, studying or working,
and once they had got the information they buggered off
before you could ask them the same questions.
Once I asked a Dutch student why it was I never
heard people just bursting into song, in the streets, anywhere. He replied, a proper Dutchman never sings in
the street. It was months before I heard a man, late one
night, singing in the street along one of the canals. He
was singing, of alllhings, Scottish songs, as loud as he
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possibly could, and 'was being assisted along by two
women from his favourite drinking place.
Later, I didn't mind them not singing at all, because
the majority of thenl sang badly. To me it seemed completely unnatural-when I thought of all the folk back
home who, at the slightest provocation, would just
break out into song and make a fairly good job of it.
But in Amsterdam, I felt the average man, didn't have
much to sing about n1aybe. Maybe that was the way he
felt. Everyone has his allotted place in society-like
the ants-so, few loafers.
For the person coming from the "outside", like myself, Europe could be quite a testing ground. I do believe it can make you or, break you. It is quite a complicated business to live among people whose general
outlook upon life is completely different to one's own.
I did make some good friends in Holland who made up
for a lot of unpleasant moments and I certainly enjoyed
getting to know then1- Above all I feel far more mature
now, more self-assured, as a person and as an artist,
and that, after all, was the importance of this Dutch
visit.
•
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A Plea to the
United Nations

MARY

BENSON

I'he opening and closing paragraphs of a statement
/nade in May 1963 at the 11th meeting of the Special
V.N. Committee on Apartheid.
MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM honoured to be the first South
African given a hearing by your Committee. The South
African Government may say I am no longer a South
African, that when they confiscated my passport in
Johannesburg last year I took British citizenship. But
I feel South African. I feel a part of that largely nonwhite nation, and when I gratefully took a British
passport, I felt I could work more freely in the struggle
to achieve a just way of life in South Africa. Today,
if I had still been on a South African passport, it would
have taken great courage to speak to you, because
under the atrocious new law passed last week in South
Africa, speaking to the United Nations could incur the
death penalty for a South African citizen. As it is, I
have been going through much inner conflict because
this is in a personal sense a desperate act, for it makes
it foolhardy to return there now and means cutting
myself off from being with the many friends of all races
in South Africa whom I love, and ~hom I had hoped
to see again soon.
But these are such desperate times in South Africa,
and in face of this shocking law it seems to be the least
I can usefully do. I speak to you and appeal to you
because I believe that In our longing to transform South
Africa into a decent sensible country, a free country,
you at the United Nations are now the only instrument
that can achieve this by peaceful means. We all know
that violence and talk of violence is fast spreading, and
this makes all the more urgent and vital and arduou'i
your historic task.
And I speak to you although I represent no organisation nor party, because of those of my friends in South
Africa who cannot do so, who are in prison, or under
house arrest, or banned and silenced.
IN WORKING ON THE HISTORY of the A.N.C. since its
foundation in 1912, I was struck by how the organisation refused to be driven by the racialism of a society
based on white supremacy to an equally damaging
racialism. The A.N.C. remained astonishingly creative,
humane, civilised.
And studying the history of South Africa from the
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is the author of Tshekedi Khama and African
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tinle in 1910 when the Briti h Government disregarded
all warnings and gave power to the privileged white
nlinority, 1 was appalled by how events there repeat
and repeat. Long before the Nationalists came to power,
under General Smuts the system was riddled with inhumanity and, injustice. Successive Governments used
the weapon of fear, the black menace and the red
menace, and in a society where rationalism was long
ago cast out, if it ever existed, these emotional threats
could sway elections. Yet if we look at the facts of
history it is the blacks who ever since the time of the
slave trade have suffered far more at the hands of the
whites, who have more to fear, than vice-versa.
When it comes to considering the disgrace of the
role of the whites in South Africa, whites who can
be so hospitable and generous to other whites, I feel
fat more passionately about the responsibility of those
of us who are English-speaking than of the Afrikaners.
Many of us have had opportunities to know better
through our wider education, but we have a singular
ability to stick our heads in the sand and keep them
there. Or, like the. South African Foundation, we have
actually been eager to whitewash the policies of the
Nationalist Government. As for the Afrikaners, who
cut themselves off from all the world in deliberate
deluded self-isolation, who have allowed the secret
Broederbond and increasingly ruthless Prime Ministers
to lead the.m like sheep along their uncivilised path, we
all know that the attempt of this tiny tribe to live in
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isolation is doomed. And we can feel momentary pity
for its ultimate defeat. But only momentary, for the
uffering now of the non-whites and their few white
friends is so urgent and great it cries out for our
attention and action. It is intolerable. This suffering
is clearly intended by the Nationalist Government to
be extended and intensified, suffering that is all the
worse for being so unnecessary in that rich and spacious
and lovely land.
THE WHITES OF SOUTH AFRICA are their own worst

enemies. They are totally incapable of helping the~~
selves, of breaking out from under the tyranny even If
they desired to. indeed, it ~ only through the inte~
vention of the outside world that they can be saved If
they but knew it. Why does not the West realise thi~?
And, incidentally, the West should remember that In
the war with Hitler's Germany, it was the non-whites
who, with the English-speaking whites, were loyal to
the West. It was Dr. Verwoerd and other Afrikaner
Nationalist leaders who supported the Nazis. Yet today
we find the British Government selling arms and
military aircraft to this racist regime.
For more than 50 years Africans sought to win
equality and freedom by non-violent methods. What an
inspiring record this is. But at last the long-prevalent
violence of the Government has driven them to counterviolence. But how far can this succeed? For within the
country the Defence Force has bee·n increased to twenty
times its size of two years ago, and by 1965 its fully
trained specialist troops will be more than trebled. The
police have always been well armed. Dr. Verwoerd has
created a forcing house of violence. One's dread is that
nothing can stop South Africa from toppling into racial
chaos.
Unless the United Nations can act. It is surely clear
from experience that although adverse world opinion
can occasionally win minor concessions from the South
African Government, basically the only language these
men understand and respect is the language of force.
And the only non-violent way of applying force is the
one the United Nations has already chosen, that of
economic pressures.
AS I SAID IN THE BEGINNING, I am speaking to you

because I believe you in the United Nations are the
only instrument to bring sense to South Africa by

peaceful means. What your Committee is trying to do
through economic pressures is unique. Surely such
pressures can be used effectively. It is after all economic
forces that have enabled the uncivilised racialism of
white South Africans to have free reign for so many
decades. My great fear is that you will fail, and that
your failure will be due to the refusal of the British
and American Governments to support your efforts, in
other words to their virtual abandonment of South
Africa to a violent solution.
But how marvellous if you succeed. If in this age of
nuclear dangers you can find the way to use non-violent
economic pressures firmly, towards achieving justice for
that tragic country, a country that is the crux of the
greatest issue in the _world today, whether we, and you,
can live together in mutual confidence and understanding.
•
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well put together
by John Spencer who himself contributes
to it, is a record of the Leverhulme
Conference on Languages in Tropical
Africa which was held at Ibadan in
December 1961 and January 1962. It·
.contains, eleven papers which were read
by experts from different African universities, together with four sets of conference findings. One paper describes
an Ethiopian and another a Ugandan
problem in close detail, a third gives
statistics covering the whole of tropical
Africa, while others compare the
language situation of Africa today with
those of past c.ivilizations and other
continents. The facts illuminate some
briiliant theoretical thinking.
Yet all this froths up the water in
only one or two inlets: the rippling continuum of African conversation remains
almost wholly out of earshot: most of
it is still unstudied, and only the barest
fragments have been reduced to script
or tape. And yet, again, at this time in
different parts of the continent modern
linguists are being let loose to exercise
their terrifying power to extend languages
at will in more or less any direction,
perhaps to concoct entirely new ones in
much the same way as scientists invent
new strains of wheat or breeds of cattle.

THIS ENLIGHTENED BOOK,

REVIEWS
Varied
Insights
Donald Stuart
Language in Africa edIted by John
Spencer (Cambridge University Press)

book's surprises is to
tell us that political independence may
bring life back to some of the smaller
languages: we had come comfortably to
believe that the language map would
grow less complex as one after another
of them died, or fused with a neighbour,
or \vas trampled out under one of the
great regional ~'vehicular" tongues such
as Mende .. Lingali, Ewondo. Hausa or
Swahili. Armstrong. however, out of his
experience of West Africa. sees that an
obscure language stirred by the wish to
get on may deliberately employ linguists
to develop itself, till in the end a much
larger but sleepy neighbou'r like Nupe
may be left far behind.
Neither Dinka nor the tiny party of
"seven or so mutually incomprehensible
languages" in the Nuba mountains of
the northern Sudan are likely. a,ccording
to Murray, to weaken before the programme being drawn up for Arabic
today, any more than they were snuffed
out by English in the past. Spencer
similarly shows how since nations in
Eu ropt" became self-determining in the
early nineteenth century, vernaculars
have found rather than lost security. The
Russians no longer speak French.
Neither the earlier dominance of English
nor the growing authority of Hindustani
have much diminished the vigour of the
smaller languages of India. From small
beginnings and by consciously adding
to vocabulary the Finnish and Hungarian
Janguages grew up over the nineteenth
century. What is there to prevent Swahili
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or Hausa taking over the commerce
and administration of larger and larger
areas when even now they are straddling
national boundaries?
All this might suggest that perhaps the
top coating, the three world languages
of Ara bie, French .and English, will
blister and flake off altogether. But
paradoxically this was not what the conference, who clearly thought this matter
to be onc of their main concerns, were
expecting to happen. Pierre Alexander of
the Ecole des Langues Orientales of
Paris and R. F. Amonoo of the University of Ghana arrive by quite different
routes at the common claim that each
of these world languages is likely to
continue for a long time to come. French
because it is simply inconceivable that
even with political independence Africans wiJl want to unfit themselves for the
cultural life of Paris, and English becauc;c it will be welcome as a neutral in
a field full of rival tongues.

Amonoo both allows for
the rise. of a Ghanaian national language in the future and lends a helping
hand to whichever it will be by recommending fuller departments of African
studies in universities. But he will not
allow the issue to be prejudged:. . , it is the business of university
language teachers to contribute towards the development of the European lingue franche, and towards the
building up of a corpus of knowledge
about the vernacular languages, which
will enable statesmen to take suitable
decisions when the moment comes . . .
In the immediate future:The need for raising the standards
of living has urged Ghana to embark
upon rapid economic and technological expansion. This favours the rapid
extension and development of English
as a suitable educational and technological language of international status.
In addition. the impact of English
thought and culture upon Ghana
f:-\vours the preservation of English as
a suitable medium of expression in
nlany spheres of activity.
Amonoo adds that he would have
Engl ish made compulsory for every firstyear university student. It is an interesting fact that Amonoo lectures not in
English but in French: and it appears
that he may be the only African contributing to this volume.
We are warned by several contributors
that the linguistic boundaries- within
Africa, whether geographical or educational, are extremely fluid. Analogies
from other continents may not hold. Indeed, Spencer argues in his introduction
that a linguist in Africa is required to
have a very much more varied insight
into African society and politics than
the most daring of linguistic trainings

IT IS TRUE THAT
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can begin to supply. Still, this would not
be the encouraging book it is if it did
not set us often within sight of the clear
structural lines leading across the massive swirls of detail. I do not mean that
the Conference- found that there was
nothing to be done but watch for the
pattern. On ,the contrary, it advocates
the most strenuous efforts, while avoiding
the kind of slap-happy guesswork that
has done so much damage in the past
to colonial Afri,ca, to get the picture
complete. This can only be done by
pursuing relentlessly and at great ex-

pense, the detail, the. facts. and the
statistics.
South Africa is not in this book; but
its language problems are only a foot
or two below the surface of everything
it says. We may be helped by these
writers to perceive the devastation that
Bantu Education is strewing across the
whole African society of the Republic,
where the wires are nearly all broken
which used to transmit the messages of
a world language. We shall need much
guidance of the kind this book gives
.•
when the day of liberation comes.

has written the most comprehensive, all-embracing yet objective
factual account ever giveri on the
Territory. She crisply puts the Hquestion
of South West Africa" in perspective and
poignantly raises the real issues involved
in the South West African situation.
South West Africa is looked at from
all angles and the various aspects of the
problem are aptly linked together with
impressive skill to produce one effective
picture of the country, its people, their
history, politics and the economics of the
country.
The dry facts and dead figures of past
history are vividly brought to life to help
an understa.nding of the political present
and perhaps to predict or rather speculate about the' future.
The reader is introduced to the people
who inhabit that unfortunate country
with a brilliant description of the positions and attitudes they have taken
politically.

perpetrated by the brutal German
Generals and the savage acts of repression of the present day South African
Broederbonders.
Whatever commercial or other reasons
there may be, the post-war GermanAfrikaner Nationalist "toenadering'~ or
rapprochement remains an element in the
territorial fascist conspiracy.

RUTH FIRST

Poignantly
Real Issues
jariretundu
Kozonguizi
South West Africa by Ruth First
(Penguin Books)

UP TO NOW, THE external political world
has mostly been told of the Hereros and
the interest of the anthropologists has
been in the "Harmless People", the socalled Bushmen. But from Miss First we
get to know about the industrious Ovambos in the North, the intelligent Damaras
long in search of lebensraum and the
politically ever alert Namas in the South.
The heart of the hitherto aloof Coloured
co-mmunity is penetrated and we get to
kno\v the dynamics of their politics in
search of a new weltanschauung or even
a philosophy of life in a changing world.
Though the natural local differences
and inevitable tribal tiffs manifest themselves, politically. at least in their abhorrence of apartheid, all the African people
are at one not excluding those who for
convenience sake must dance to the tune
of the present rulers.
The often distorted history of the
country is brilliantly tackled and the
correct interpretation of the facts given.
We can clearly see what perhaps was not
foreseen twenty-five years ago: the ominous activities of the Nazi fifth column
of the thirties and the German political
dominance during the early years of the
Mandate bridged the barbarous atrocities
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THE

FACTS OF THE HISTORY of the
Mandate, the deliberations in the United
Nations up to the end of 1962 are described at length. But the greatest service
this book does is to give a guide to the
politics in the country. We now know of
the sources of the National Party power
in South West Africa and the weaknesses
of the White Opposition U.N.S.W.P. We
see that differences between these parties
are of no political significan ~e to the African population. Liberalism has so far not
taken root amongst the Whites in S.W.A.,
which is perhaps a blessing in disguise to
the African cause.
For the first time the world hears from
an objective source the actual differences
between -the African political groups. The
South West Africa National Union on
the one hand-and the Tribal Council of
Chief Kutako and the South West Africa
People's Organisation on the other.
The causes of the split in the liberation
movement can be traced back to the
early 1950's with the foundation of the
South West Africa Student Body through
the activities of Erich Getzen, also known
as Kerina, to the fundamental difference
in approach between the Council of the
Chief and the young leaders of
S.W.A.N.V.
Finally Ruth First puts the most vital
questions relating to the solution (if any)
of this problem by the United Nations.
The position of Dr. Verwoerd and his
supporters is clearly defined and the
U.N. is warned against ex pecting a
change of heart from that quarter. The
real struggle in S.W.A. at the moment
is that between those who would like
to wait for the U.N. to free them and
the young men with different ideas. This
problem is surmountable perhaps, if a
solution is not prev:ented by those with
personal political ambitions.
•
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today faces, in
one direction, two perils. On the one
hand he finds people who. are amazed
that he can write at all. They immediately recognise him. Overnight. through no
fault of his own. he is a great African
writer. (By this I am not, obviously,
suggesting that there are no African
writers of note). The second peril we can
call HThe Pricking of the Balloon" and
comes mainly frolTI within the continent
itself. Here, inspection of a writer by
others-probably writers themselves-is
much more severe, sometimes oversevere. But it comes from the legitimate
motive of upholding standards and refusing to prostitute Africanism. Thus the
writer begins to feel that he can write on
no other scale than the grand scale, that
it is not enough for him merely to have
the entertainment consideration in mind.
And yet when wc look around the whole
world, how many authors can rightly
claim more for their books than that
they were entertaining?
It is necessary to remember this when
we consider Beautiful Feathers. This is
clearly one of those modest. readable
books which should be judged in their
own un-ambitious context. In it, the subjects tackled are not looked at very
deeply. Characterisation is quite slight
and unconvincing. But in spite of this
comparative shallowness, we emerge
from the reading with the sense that
Mr. Ekwensi has spoken with truth and
above all with sincerity.
THE AFRICAN WRITER OF

Average
Entertainment
John Nagenda
Beautiful Feathers by Cyprian Ekwensi

(Hutchinson)

Nigerian
Backcloth
Sally Holmes

Fulani Boy by Harry Williams (Rout-

ledge. Kegan Paul)
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Now it can be said, and with truth, that
there is nothing startling or unex pected
in this. And the same can be said for
the treatment which the plot receives.
There is an obviousness about much of
what happens. There. is at times a simplicity which suggests that events have
been "cooked" so as to fit in conveniently.
The result is one of unreality. I personally also find the allegory of having
a Minister of Consolation and a Perennial Secretary a bit off-putting in an
otherwise realistic work. And when little
Lumumba is made to utter NegroSpiritualistic sentences .like-"They done
come for Papa house" words fail me
for a moment.
But more serious than this, I find in
the book a general lack of what I will
call "dramatic tension". I am not im.pelled onward by any force. M y spontaneous attention and admiration are not
often held.

THE STORY CONCERNS A leader who is
fighting for Pan-African unity. In public
life he is a r·espectable man, but at home
he is despised by his wife. The title suggests that on the surface. with his "feathers" on, he is important. Once pluck
them and the result is drab and ordinary.

wondered how a book
accused of all these crimes can still be
entertaining. But I think it can. J have
mentioned the sincerity of the author.
This always helps. But quite apart from
this, there are moments when he seems
to me to attain a high level of rurpose
and achievement. The scene where Zuma,
the nationalist's widow, stones the bank
building, is charged with high horror. In
the one in which Wilson finds that it is
impossible for him to seduce Chini, in
which sh~ tells him of her Englishman
who had to go home, we find a goodness
and then a pathos which are completely
convincing. And there are other scenes of
the same kind.
If only the same degree of care and
"feel" had been present throughout, this
would have been more than merely
average entertaining fare.
•

PRESENT DAY NIGERIA provides a vivid
backcloth for the adventures of Rikki and
his sister Zara.
These two children of the Pagan Cow
Fulani are evicted from their tribe by a
wicked uncle. who is in league with an
even more wicked Afrikaner hunter. The
latter loathes black Africans but he likes
the money gained from shooting wild-life
even better.
Rikki and Zara set out to stop these
wicked men from slaying a rare species
of gorilla that Rikki has befriended.
Their efforts take them most of the way
round Nigeria and land them in some
exciting adventures. (The book provides
a clear map for reference).

The reader is introduced to the colourful towns and countryside of Nigeria.
Peoples and their traditions are described
as well as the always interesting wild-life.
Rikki and Zara use ancient local forms
of transport and modern forms such as
the treacherous "mammy wagon" and
the helicopter.
Perhaps it is all a bit too romanticised;
perhaps good and evil are too strongly
contrasted but it all makes for a stiring,
well-told adventure story for 12 to 15
year olds. The moral is mild and there
are some enlightening pointers for those
who think that in Africa the camera is
•
still known as "the magic box:'
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colossal intellectual racket.
Anyone who wants to be an authority
on nuclear physics or potatoes must
kno\v something of his subject, but the
would-be authority on Africa has only to
appoint himself to this post and then
pontificate.
That is why Eva Meyerowitz's unpretentious book is refreshing. .It is a
fragment of most illuminating autobiography by one who has spent many years
off the beaten tracks of Africa. It does
adnlirably-and readably-what it sets
out to do. It is an account of the
author's personal relations with the
Tekyiman chief and his people in a past
of what is now Ghana from 1944 to the
breakaway of Tekyiman and other
Brong-Ahafo States from the Ashariti
Confederacy in 1958 under the aegis of
Dr. Nkrumah's Government.
Mrs. Meyerowitz has several scholarly
anthropological books to her credit, all
of them displaying preoccupations which,
though valid, are not fashionable among
academic anthropologists to-day. But her
present study is not anthropology: it is
a description of the conditions under
which the Tekyiman people allowed her,
and helped her, to carry out her inquiries into their history, and a modest
account of what she, with her knowledge
of treaties and other documents, no less
than her personal tenacity, in return did
for them.
AFRICA IS A

Modest
Illumination
M. G. Field
At the Court of An African King by Eva

L. R. Meyerowitz (Faber and Faber)

AND WITH WHAT a search-light she quite
incioentally, illumines. the Gold Coast
Governmen t of her da y.
When she began her work the Gold
Coast chiefs, and the elders who composed the governing bodies of which

A Healthy
Basis
Raymond Kunene
A frican Patriots by Mary Benson (Faber
& Faber)

IN THIS historical description of the
development of the African National
Congress, one of the oldest African organisations in Africa and one which has
consistently fought against racism and
oppression, Miss Henson shows that the
feeling of pan-Africanism and internationalism was evident in the African of
South Africa as early as 1919. She succeeds by her remarkable insight into
character to make the struggle of the
peoples of South Africa live. One is
amazed at the stock of knowledge she
.has of individual leaders who have constituted the Congress leadership. No
wonder, Miss Benson, knows many of
the leaders in the turbulent history of
South Africa, who have become her
friends.
Her character, critical, tolerant and
deeply aware of the terrible conditions
in South Africa, comes out as a great
asset in presenting a book at once objective and yet not coldly so. One feels that
the many stories of killings by the police,
of riots, of frustrated demands concern
her most intimately. Because she is inTHE

"chiefs" were but chairmen, were writhing in the meshes of the well-meaning
Native Administration Ordinance, one
of the avowed aims of which was "to
strengthen the powers of the chiefs". The
magic formula of the day was "Indirect
Rule", borrowed from Lord Lugard in
Nigeria where the Emirs enjoyed a very
different status from the so-called chiefs
of the always democratic Gold Coast.
As interpreted by Gold Coast political
officers (mostly a' quinine-embittered,
ap~thetic body of homesick men with
laisser faire as their motto). Indirect Rule
meant Rule through Chiefs, or tell the
chief what to do and leave it to him. If at
the time of enactment of the Ordinance
there were anywhere no chiefs (and in some
parts of the Gold Coast there were none)
Chiefs were created-and what a messup. But where there were chiefs already
as in Ashanti, the rule was, "the bigger
the better", and again there was a messup. For, by this rule, the Ashantihene,
who was so big that even Government
political officers had heard of him, was
always right. Anyone who had a grievance against him, was ipso facto wrong
and was not even listened to. Naturally
there was tumult and shouting, but the
Big Chief was always upheld.
Mrs. Meyerowitz does not comment
on the Colonial Government of her day.
Her ac·count of what the District Commissioner said and did, is. terse and
factual. But what a portrait these few
strokes sketch!
This book will be read with pleasure
and enlightment when all the verbiage
on culture-contact has gone to join
phlogiston and dephlogisticated air.
•

volved; she has avoided writing a book
in 'which the statistical tabulation of
events is primary. It is obvio~~ that Miss
Benson hopes by this effort to' move the
conscience of the world and show how
the heroic struggles of; the African people are motivated by a positive desire
to establish a free and just society.
She rightly states that Congress's greatest contribution to South Africa is its
humanism. For the same reason she
shows this n.ationalism as progressive as
opposed to the ""reactive" nationalism of
splinter groups, indeed as opposed to the
parochial and exclusive nationalism of
the Afrikaner nationalists. For the first
time we get a book 'which will show in
later years how in spite of the selfishness
of ruling minority Governments. the
African National Congres5 offered the
only basis for a healthy South Africa.
That the Governments have not taken
heed of this voice demanding equality of
peoples, is certainly not to their credit.
she hates so
very much will not have a chance of
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rejoicing sinc,e it is clear that the realistic
but revolut.ionary approach of Congress
stems from a very astute and matured

leadership. ]n a few sentences -she dismisses what has been alleged as Communist influences in Congress. It is be~ause she understands the plight of the
~frican people that she appreciates how
anyone who offers help is immediately
applauded as a friend.
African Patriots should be read by all
who have an interest in a non-racial
South Africa. Here is -a book which
shows that the -non-racial policy of the
African National Congress comes out of

The Imperial
Millstone
Reuben Hasson
The PoliticS' of Partnership by Patrick
Keatley ,(Penguin Books)

IT IS TAKING a long time for us to see
realities in Central Africa. For too long
our attention has been focused on the
racial crisis in South Africa. We in
England have seen the 'Black' and not
the 'Dark Grey'. There are several reasons for this. For one thing we have
been reluctant to believe that our "kith
and kin" would take the line of apartheid,· also many of us wished to give
credit for such reforms as the administration had introduced.
This book shows us that the racial
crisis in Southern Rhodesia is as grave
as the one in South Africa. Indeed Keatley shows in great detail how the "racial
virus" was carried north from South
Africa. He fails however, to give due
weight to the contribution of settlers

A Racial
Framework
Rosland Oliver
20 Days That Autulnn by Anna Louw
-(Tafelberg, Cape Town)
MISS LOUW'S NOVEL presents the reactions of various individuals from different
'race' groups to the dramatic events
heralded by Sharpeville and terminated
by the attempted assassination of the
Prime Minister.
While the diary form of the ~ovel adds
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a long and established co-operation with
people of all races who identify themselves with the general denlands for a
democratic South Africa. It is clear that
it is only this attitude which will eventually frustrate the Government's effort to
divide South Mricans into various racial
fragments and guarantee a society in
which "the preaching and practise of
national and race or colour discrimination and contempt shall be a punishable
crime."
It is to Miss Benson's credit that for
the first time the names of South African
leaders will emerge from the mist which

separate living of r.acial groups fosters
in South Africa. At . least thi book will
give you an idea of what it i like to
be treated like aninlals. rrhroughout the
book it is as if one were reading a
horror story. The people we see are not
animals, they suffer; they laugh, they
have weaknesses and most of all, they
react to oppression in the same normal
terms as all human beings. Driven to
the wall they will fight back.
Mary Ben-son depicts this human
situation with a high degree of simplicity
and feeling.
•

from England (particularly the welfare
state refugees) to the disease. It is significant that most of Mr. Field's cabinet
were born in Britain.
It is unfortunate that most of the
white settlers will not recognise this portrait of themselves. To the present reviewer the portrait is eminently true to
life. Though Keatley is extremely critical
of the racial policies pursued, he asserts
-and here he would not have got the
support of many liberal critics-that the
settlers are in perfect sincerity.
Where the writer errs in a particular
assessment, he generally corrects this
later in the book. For example, at p. 74
he asserts that the settlers took possession
of a "treasure-chest." This may have
been what they thought they had found
and their descendants have taken to a
standard of living in accordance with
that.
But as Keatley shows later in the
book, it was not "fifty Witwatersrands"
but less than a fiftieth.
The writer's assessment of Livingstone
should be studied by Africans, who like
Mr. Chipembere have dismissed him as
"a tourist." The Livingstonian tradition
is set alongside that of Rhodes. It is
wrong however, to regard the latter as
the settlers' sole father figure. He is along,
with a Lord Malvern and Sir Roy Welensky, one of the three white patriarchs.

The writer is also wrong in arguing
that the quarrel over the distribution of
land is the most basic political issue. I.t
is surely no mote basic than, say, the
franchise or -opportunities for education.
It is true that Africans will assert that
the land question is the most vital issue
but when they do this, they are using a
form of shorthand. The inequality of
land distribution symbolises more vividly
than anthing else the gross inequalities
in the society.
critical of the role
Britain has played with regard to Central
Mrica. Successive governments, like the
settlers, have learnt nothing and forgotten nothing. T-he author is also surely
correct in arguing for V.N. intervention
though one would like to see a discussion
of the comparative merits of the writer's
solution as against, for example, economic sanctions.
Excellent though the book is, one
final criticism must be made. Most of
the generalisations the writer makes one
feels apply to Southern Rhodesia. If he
has purported to write a general political
survey of the Federation's constituent
territories, then he has failed. But this
need not surprise us. The attempt to discuss all three territories under a single
rubric is as impossible as was the attempt to impose federation on them. •

to the scope and depth, the typical racial
framework restrains realistic character
development in a manner reminiscent of
the limitations of the tone poem. In the
measure that this is a calculated intention of the writer to illustrate the dilemma of the individual in a restricted
society, it has contributed to the success
of the novel. Not unnaturally though,
what might be an artistic device, sugg·ests
that Miss Louw has not met 'incorruptible souls who work without commission'
outside her own group in which Jacobus
van Reenen, the Afrikaner intellectual
exists in a state of schizophrenic agony.
- The 'incorruptible souls' in this book,
Jacobus van Reenen, Enog Phiza the
African student, Dawid Dawids a Coloured school-teacher and aspirant writer,
begin by identifying themselves with the

group they represent. It is no accident
that Dawid Dawids is a rather vague arid
shallow person. He conforms to the
popular idea about marginal group in
a society which emphasises polarisation.
His problem is so trivial that one is
tempted to dismiss him with an electric
comb except that his own consciousness
of his inadequacy as a human being redeems him as the maimed product of a
sick society.
Enog Phiza's idealism, his pet nightmare (the consciousness of man's brutality), his subsidence into ancestor-worship
in the crisis, all these find a parallel in
the personal struggle of van Reenen, the
Afrikaner intellectual carefully cultivating his refinement to conceal from himself the consciousness of the materialism
and ancestor-worship of the Yolk. The
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dead hand of the past itnpedes both of
them.
The lesser characters emerge 1110rc
truly as individuals and as symbols of
Man the product of progressive stimulation. Botes-the Coloured principal-is
limited but he draws sustenance from a
life of service to others. Frikkie Nel, the
principal of an Afrikaans-medium school,
is sceptical about the preservation of
Afrikaner ideals of the past, in the light
of moral decay in the present generation.
Finally, in the background, providing
the leitmotif, the dikazi with her black
and yellow children, mutely insistent in
her demand for compassion and the little
Xhosa woman responding automatically
and unquestioningly, the sussuration of

hurnanity, "nor harsh nor grating."
On this level Twelve is representative
of materialisn1. A reecnt arrival fron)
the rural districts, he is positive and
single-minded in his pursuit of the acquisition of a 'motor-kari' by the shortest
possible route. Upon Enog's characterisation of Twelve's position in the Taskforce as 'only one grain on the mealie
cob' he promptly rejects his authority
and joins the 'Tsotsis.'
IN SO FAR AS the novel portrays group
reactions, the ordinary individuals, protected by limitations of intellect and sensibility, react typically-Mrs. Cornelissen,
the foreigners Irene and Meier, the
English Ian Smith and his wife, Mdzin\va

The Republic
A Satire

B.

H.

KIMMEL

I WENT TO RUGBY the other day and was on my way
home with Piet de Villiers when.. from some way off..
John Peterson sent a boy to run after us and bid us
wait.
"Socrates du Toit, I rarely see you since you were
given the chair. What did you think of the game?" He
and Piet nodded to one another.
"It diverted and refreshed me. It helps us pursue the
Ideal."
"Same old Socrates!"- he said. "What do you mean
by Ideal?"
"To discover the Ideal," I said, "we must first discuss
justice. What is a Judge?"
"You haven't changed a bit," he remarked. "Welt
first of all he is a good man," John said.
"Should our judiciary then, contain good men on
whom the state can rely?"
"Surely, Socrates," he said.
"And furthermore, my good John, what is a test for
such a judge?"
"He gives a kaffer a heavy sentence," Piet interposed,
"in the ideal state all the kaffers are in jail."
WE STOOD ASIDE AS

a bunch of spectators passed our

way.
"What this country needs is stronger forward-play,"
one of them remarked, "stronger forward-play."
"Socrates," John continued," are you talking of ideals
H.

B.

K IMMEL

studied at the University of

Cape Town before t'eaching in England and now
in South Africa.
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and Hymie. In the .caste-system of whith
they are part, they are assured of freedom
frOIn responsibility. Butin all these grou~,
individuals do exist who form a significant and raceless minority. The full rea 'isation of this responsibility, its timeless
ness and integration with the chaos 0
society in growth, save Jacobus va~
Reenen from suicide. His catharsis illus.l
trates that the 'one-man revolution' takes
meaning only within its social context. In
other words, the problem of the individual in his spiral movement is the problem of society which takes direction
from his perspective. That it is taking
place in South Africa, is the comforting
assurance of this eminently read.able
book.
..

in the individual case or of those that should exist in the
state as a whole."
"The two are inseparable," I replied, "the state consists of individuals."
"Therefore should the state reflect the mind of the individual?" John asked.
"Yes, surely," I replied.
"Now in every human is there a capacity to think?"
he asked.
"Why, yes." I said.
"Then this will be reflected in a group of people who
will be idle and who will not do any work," John said.
"White people!" Piet exclaimed.
"Yes, surely. Now in every human mind there are
the dark animal forces which should be controlled. How
would these appear in the state?"
"As a stupid mob that will do all the hard work."
'IoAh truly Piet, you are a lover of wisdom," he
replied, "you Inean natives, do you not?"
"Yes man, kaffers."
'-In every human mind there is a Inerciless iron force
that keeps these elements in check, that regiments them
in case they become out of hand and disrupt the whole
personality. How will this be reflected in the state?"
John asked.
"Hey?"
"What will keep the kaffer in his place?"
"The police, mos."
I began to feel uneasy about the discussion.
"Now look here," I asked!' "are you being serious
about all this?"
"Of course!" John replied.
"Are you being serious?" Piet asked.
judgement I was persuaded to enter
a bar where I ordered a light mineral water while the
others took beer.
"Well then," I resulned, deciding to lead the discussion, "our dialectic has shown us the relation between
the ideal state and the human soul. Now how do we
produce the perfect soul?"
"By education," John rejoined.
"Excellent," I said, "it now remains for us to determine the education in the statel. What will be the -purpose of Bantu education?"
AGAINST MY BETTER
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"_Now look here" Pjet said emoti nally, "there js

AFRICANA
Send contributions to Africana, P.O. Box 2068, Cape
Town. One Prize of Rl will be awarded for the
best item each month, and two additional prizes of
50c each.
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The conventional idea of schoolboy-schoolmaster
relationship being dominated by the cane does not
exist at all. Rather, in its place, is a cheerful, friendly
atmosphere unspoiled by any familiarity-St
Michael's Chronicle, Michaelhouse, Natal. (R.F.)
Mrs. T. Sadie. of Hanover Street, Mayfair, Johannesburg, writes: As a mother of seven I have found
that the best way to educate children about love and
mating is to start by answering all their questions
truthfully. When they ask where babies come from,
the answer "God sent him" usually satisfies them.
Sunday Express.
Visiting? Stay at the Hotel. Charges for rooms per
night-single room 5/ 6d; single room double 8/ 6d;
dou~le beds 11/ 6d for single or double visitors. Bar
opens from 10.00 a.m. to 11.30 p.m. daily. Meals
are 11 separate arrangement-Breakfast 3/ 6d, Lunch
5/6d, Dinner 7/-. Morning tea or coffee is provided.
Bedding equipment is modern and comfortable.
Advertisement in Central African Mail (Y.S.)
Prepare to meet your God. Here, 3 p.m.-Notice in
Manzini, Swaziland.
Jardine had planned the blast and obtained the
dynamite. They now believed that he was a police
informer.-Rand Daily Mail.
Observe without being seen: Make your own
oneway glass; very profitable hobby.-The Star.
(R.F.)
The Government intends using manual labour for
work presently done mechanically in a move to give
employment to the thousands of Africans who will
be moved from the Western Cape to the Eastern
Province. By replacing machines with men using
picks and shovels, the Government hopes to prevent
the anticipated surplus of labour.-Eastern Province
Herald quoting Mr. J. G. Coetzee Acting Bantu
Affairs Commissioner, in Port Elizabeth. (V.L.)
Forty large photographs depicting the economic,
cultural and political development of the Bantu
complete·d the exhibition. These brought to the
attention of the public such novelties as the Bantu
universities, which they had not realised existed.Article on a South African exhibition held in West
Germany, South African Digest. (M.L.)
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nothing worse than a kaffer with a B.A. I don't see why

we ~hould spend so ll1uch tin1e talking about educating
these people."
"But don't you see my good Piet," I replied, "that we
are educating them for a purpose?"
"Perhaps you are right then," said Piet, ever zealous
in his quest for Truth.
"Now considering the primary education of the
Bantu, even here we must bear in mind the roles they
are to play in later life. Should they learn the White
man's language?"
"OnlY words like 'Master' and Baas," Piet said
helpfully.
"But what about instructions for doing work?"
"A number of instructions could be learnt such as
'Fetch the Spade', and 'Come here, you foo!'."
"What about arithmetic? Do you think that these
people should learn to calculate?" I proceeded.
"Look at that oke with the darts!" Piet interrupted us
to remark, "he's a born expert."
"What about arithmetic?" I repeated, "Should Bantus
learn it?"
"Only insofar as these calculations will help the
state," said John once more.
"Do you mean that which will promote correct social
relations and that which will show the Bantu the nature
of his soul?"
"Yes."
"Let us say we developed a species of algebra the
basis of which is 2 kaffers + 2 kaffers = 1 white man,"
I continued.
"Why, Socrates, that is an excellent idea," John exclaimed with apparent delight, "we could turn politics
into an exact science."
"What 'was that?" Piet asked.
"At this point it would be appropriate," I resumed,
"to single out one aspect of the subject of arithmetic
for more detailed discussion. Tell me my good John,
is money an evil or not?"
"It depends on how you look at it."
"Ag, man, it's the root of all evil," Piet remarked.
"Therefore its use should be restricted to those who
think. Do you agree?~'
"Yes, to white men only," said Piet.
"Then w·ill the Bantu receive wages?"
"No, for their own good." Piet remarked. "All their
needs such as blankets could be supplied by the whites,"
"In' regard to the education of the police," I
proceeded, "'do we agree that these students should
learn to keep the Bantu in his place?"
"Yes, surely," John agreed.
"Then let us discuss the curriculum at one of these
colleges."
Here Piet interrupted with sudden enthusiasm for the
subject once more. As he had beaten up many Bantus
himself, I knew he would have something useful to say.
"Well, I reckon they must play rugby to keep fit," he
said, "and they must also learn how to use a gun," he
added, demonstrating with his fore-finger.
"And what else?" I asked.
- "'Well, each chap should have a motor-bike·. They can
have a good time too, like in army camp, you know."
"It now remains for us to determine the education of
141

the white thinkers," I said.
"Christ! you're not going to talk about school SOlllC
more, are you!~' replied Piet. He looked gloomily around
the room. The dart-players were now drinking in a
corner.
"Well, we can discuss this aspect some other time," I
said, "but before we proceed, I should like to compare
something in its ignorance and need for education with
a situation which I shall describe as follows: Imagine
people in a bioscope chained so that they cannot move
their eyes from the screen. Behind them there is a wall
and beyond this a light. On the wall objects can be
placed, and the light casts the shadows of these on to
the screen."
"I know, bioscopes," Piet said, "carry on."
"The chained people who do not really know what is
going on are really our stupid critics, especially those
overseas. The shadows represent the rubbish and
illusions which they believe."
"Yes, nowhere near the truth," John said, "a fine
analogy."
"THERE ARE A GREAT many things about our Republic,"
I said, "which make me think in how extraordinarily
sound a manner we have established it, but I think that
we have omitted all reference to art."
"PrOlceed, Socrates," said John amiably.
"What would be the purpose of art in our state?" I
asked.

Words
Words
Words
pERHAPS
cigarettes
demand
a
specially far-fetched type of advertising to make up for their characterfoul-smelling, wasteful little fads of our
century. Mr. Anton Rupert's slogansHking size", "the miracle filter", Hevery
cigarette a masterpiece"-are virtually
without meaning; their value (which is
in millions) is their sound on the ear.
But someone must tell Mr. Rupert that
such slogans do not have the same
effect when relayed in print from the
industrial and academic platforms where
he speaks from time to time.
The cigarette slogans try to give the
impression that the smoker is himself· a
wealthy globe trotter, or a powerful outdoor mao, or "young, attractive, modern"
-wliich is about as far-fetched as it is
possible to be in the copywriting game.
On a platform Mr. Rupert tries to sell
his ideas of foreign investment with
similar flashes of the adman's genius. Mr
Rupert is projected as the tobacco-trade's
Albert Schweitzer, mainly by means of
quo.tations from De Tocqueville, Rostow,
General Smuts, Lord Hailey and Lord
142

"To consolidate the regime. There may still be a few
barbarians among us who will not appreciate its excellence all at once," he said.
"Do you agree, then, that art which in any way
threatens the security of the state should be
suppressed?"
"Most certainly," exclaimed John, "art should be
educational."
"Now look here," put in Piet," you mos know these
artists are so immoral, with their beards and sandals."
He looked around as if to find an example.
"Ah! exactly!" I said, "Only those artists who are
respectable should be allowed to function. But if we
can trust an artist, should we not encourage him?"
"Yes I reckon so," Piet replied.
"\\lhat does all art have in common?"
"Beauty," observed John.
"Then what should we have in our art?"
"The inferiority of the Bantu made beautiful."
"Excellent. I would like to give an example of this
which will at the same time introduce another trend in
our discussion. What do you think of such a dramaa white Inan is dressed as a lion tamer with a whip and
a chair? He tames Bantus."
"That's q\!ite smart," Piet remarked enthusiastically,
gripping the edge of the counter and looking in the
mirror.

Milverton (which, in the printed booklet
of a 1962 American speech appears
quaintly, among other illiteracies, as Lord
Milnerton). All this to "plead for industrial partnership" between the developw and emerging countries. This
appears to 'mean (if it has any function
outside the advertising field) that "all
enterprises started in a country by people
from outside should, as far as possible,
be based on the principle of equal partnership ·with the inhabitants of the
country." (Mr. Rupert in London recently).
This isn't something one "pleads for",
other than for purposes of self-advertisement. One does it, if the emerging
country can afford it, or one doesn't. So
far as I know, Mr. Rupeet doesn't, to
any extent, unless one sees Australia and
Canada as emerging countries.
But Mr. Rupert's pleading for it must
be registering a high volume of applause,
or however the P.R. men reckon these
things, for like "the international passport to smoking pleasure" he is working
it to death.
Let's hope the final quoted passage
of his London speech was indeed the
death rattle itself. For Mr. Rupert surely
dare not more than once produce his
latest concluding cracker-motto, which
compares himself with Jesus Christ and
St. Paul, and his woolly, and vaguely
sinister "industrial partnership" with the
Christian religion: "Christ started with
twelve apostles of whom one was a
traitor and St. Paul stood alone in
Imperial Rome with an idea. We know
where the church is today, but where
is the Roman Empire?"
THE

DO WE always see this constant
references to "going into laager"? Is the
laager the immediate thought of the
Afrikaner nationalist when he hears the
rooibadjies, soon, perhaps, of more
variegated units? In 1899, when the
Second Anglo-Boer War broke out,
"Banjo" Paterson, the Australian poet
saw the pathos of it:Yes, the red coats are returning. 1 call
"hear the steady tramp
After twenty years of waiting, lulled
to sleep,
Since rank and file at Potchefstroom we
hemmed them in the camp,
And cut them up at Bronkhorstspruit
like sheep.
They shelled us at lngogo, but we galloped into range
And shot the British gunners where
they showedI knew they would return to us, I knew
the chance would change.
Hark! the Rooibatje singing on the
road.
WHY

The old, old order changeth, the old, old
creeds must fail,I can hear it in that distant mUrlnur
low.
The old, old faiths must falter, and 'tis
vain for us to rail.
The great world does not want us, we
must go.
And veld and spruit and kopje to the
stranger must belong.
No more to trek before him we shall
load
Too well, too well I know it, for I heal'
it in the song
Of the Rooibatje singing on the road.
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"Now, this picture has more significance than would
appear at first, for what proof is there that a Bantu is
truly a human being and not a beast after all?"
"Well he walks on t\\'o legs," John pointed out.
"So does a duck," I said.
"Well then he can procreate with a white woman who
is a human being."
Here Piet dropped his glass. "Jesus! are you mad!"
he shouted. He looked at the shattered remains of his
.
.
glass and spilt beer with hOIT?r.
"Sh, Piet! we are only beIng academIC. Now If the
legislation is such that by segregation and prohibition
he does not meet a white woman?"
"Then I suppose it would be difficult to prove that
he is a human being."
John remarked, "I suppose, however, that he can think
like a white man who is a human being."
"And if the legislation is such that by segregation he
does not have the same education as a white man but
,an inferior one?"
"Then it would be impossible to prove that a Bantu
is a human being."
"They are animals, anyway," concluded Piet, watching the steward cleaning up the mess.
"We must be tolerant," I said, "our Republic will be
characterised by wisdom and tolerance, and despite the
fact that we cannot accept the Bantu as members of the
human race we will be tolerant towards them."
"Yes and we'll all be happy, but these joys are
nothing in number or k!nd comp~red with those that
await a man after death. ' John saId and paused as we
rose to leave. '
"Continue, man," said Piet outside "there are a few
things I should be more glad to hear."
HI SHALL TELL YOU a tale of Joubert. Once upon a time
he fell in a raid on a location. They took him home
and were going to bury him when he came to life as he
was lying in the coffin. When he revived, he told them
'what he had seen over there."
"Carry on!" said Piet.
.
"His soul, he said.. had journeyed along a track In the
,Karroo with souls of others that had departed from this
life. They came to a dark place at which there were two
holes in the ground, above these there were two holes
in the heavens. Here sat judges.
"All communists, liberals and kaffer-boeties followed
the road downward into Hell. All those that had led a
good life were admitted to Heaven where. they. tasted of
the rarest joys. Now those who were admItted Into Hell,
that is, the communists and their kin were reincarnated
into the bodies of kaffers and they were born anew,
their souls emerging from the other opening in the earth.
Those who had led the good life reappeared at the other
opening to Heaven and returned to the world as white
men. Kaffers who had been co-operative and pleasing
on earth were allowed to return there as white men too.
"The story was treasured and will preserve us if we
keep our lives undefiled. It is brought to us by Joubert
who was entrusted with the message to instruct
mankind."
There was a trace of mockery in his voice but before
I could take up the matter with him, he bade us farewell
•
and turned in another direction.
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Defending
the Indefensible -Ill
Statistics and
the Struggle

PETER

WARREN

STATISTICS CAN often be twisted to prove widely divergent points and so we intend to use them as a guide
only. The weight given to each factor in an assessment
of this sort is invariably the writer's own decision based
on experience.. What we hope to consider are the lik~ly
tasks facing a white South African armed force. USIng
some facts and figures from Malaya, Cyprus, Indo-China
and .A.lgeria as a background we will discuss what
chances the Republic has of achieving its aim of maintaining white control. We do not consider that there
has been an exact parallel to the South African situation and thus any facts we cite are only to assist us in
making estimates and not to draw hard and fast conclusions.
The first point we wish to make is that in South
Africa the internal economy has to provide the funds
to fight the war. In no other colonial situation has this
been the case. There has invariably been an imperial
economy which was not under attack paying for th~
suppressing army. By contrast the South African infrastructure is likely to be permanently under attack
from guerillas and we consider this will considerab~y
reduce the normal output. When the same economIc
system has also to bear the cost of fighting the war the
drain becomes greater. It is likely that any investor who
can cut his losses win do so as soon as the econolny is
seriously threatened. Finally, when we consider that
every man employed in fighting the guerillas and in
patrolling roads, dams, bridges, power stations, etc., is a
man who was previously contributing to the economic
output and that his absence causes a further decline in
output we may easily be in serious trouble. Before we
jump to any conclusions let us try to estimate the likely
costs and numbers involved.
~

I

I

I

IN INDO-CHINA THE French had over 600,000 troops during the peak years of fighting. The South African World
War Two armed force was under 200,000. The estimated cost in Indo-China was about R2,000,000,000 per
year or nearly three times the total South African budget for 1963 or ten times the defence budget. But lndoChina has a population of nearly 28,000,000 to South
Africa's 12,000,000 potential opposition and there were
virtually no settlers in Indo-China to assist the army.
WAR R EN, a South African, served
with the British Army, and at present lives abroad.
This is the concluding article of a series.
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Area
Million
Square Miles Population
Indo-China
South Africa
Algeria
Malaya
Cyprus

300,000
500,000
850,000
50,000
35,000

28
13 +3
8!+ 1
5!-2
1

2-

Size
of Arl11Y

Cost
Million Rand

600,000
300,000
500,000
35,000
20,000

2,000
800
1,600

However there were few essential services or lines of
communication to protect.
In Malaya where only a small minority of the population supported the Communist guerillas a force of
over 20,000 troops were employed and a force of 30,000
special constables recruited locally. By contrast the area
of the Malay peninsula is only 50,000 square miles and
the population under 5,000,000. The British even then
only succeeded through large scale reforms and land
concessions, and the promise of independence, balancing the Malay population against the Chinese. In South
Africa none of this could possibly be done within the
framework of present policies-.
Cyprus had over 20,000 British troops on internal
security duties during the Emergency and the island is
only 3500 square miles with a population of half a
million. There also peace \-vas achieved in the end only
by concessions and the promise of internal selfgovernment. The Algerian Freedom struggle required over
500,000 French troops and at its peak cost over
Rl,600,000,000. Its total area is 850,000 square miles
and the population 9t million of whom about one million were white. A large portion of Algeria however was
not used by the guerillas. .
South Africa including 'South West Africa and Basutoland has an area of about 800,000 square miles. South
Africa alone has an area of 475,000 square miles. The
population is about 16,000,000 of whom 11 million are
African, 3 million white and the remainder coloured and
Asian. In South Africa there are also areas as suitable
for guerilla warfare as those used successfully elsewhere.
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Other Factors
external economy, no settlers
internal economy, many settlers
external economy, many settlers
,external economy, many non-rebels
external economy, many non-rebels
and Turks

---

IF WE EXAMINE THE figures we have quoted we can conclude that at the peak of the freedom struggle in South
Africa white South Africa is going to need upward of
300,000. soldiers and police at a cost of over
R800,000,000, If the economy is not affected by sabotage and ot.her guerilla activities it is just possible that
the whites manage to scrape through for a year or two,
but if 'we consider the likely effect of sabotage, and, a
point \ve have not !nentioned yet, mounting economic
and political pressure from outside in the form of
sanctions and boycotts, it would seem impossible for
them to succeed. In any case our estimates have been
low and the probable resistance from the Africans will
be much higher than we have assessed.
In South Africa there are 75,000 miles of roads and
railways to protect (in Algeria there were under 20,OOO)~
many isolated farms, numerous industrial areas, all
requiring the use of African workers who are a potential fifth column and during the war white military protection. 'rhis would tend to show how impossible the
task is. As the struggle comes to its climax it is inevitable that Britain and the United States will also see
its in1.possibility and they are then highly likely to give
\\'hat support they can to the Freedom armies in order
to retain some of their interests after the war.
IN CONCLUS10N, TO return to our main point, it will be
impossible for white South Africa to keep its economy
going fast enough to supply funds to finance the war
and at the same time to provide sufficient soldiers to
protect it. When we compare the costs of other colonial
wars we must also remember that the whole of the
administrative backing for colonial armies was still
provided by the imperial country. These factors together
with the complete vulnerability of South Africa's long
lines of communications and utter dependence on
African labour lead us to the unchallengable conclusion
that white South Africa must fail.
We do not assurne that the situation will ever reach
the peak position described here for we are quite sure
that outside pressures and internal dissent among the
whites will cause the collapse of the regime far earlier.
Which group or combination of groups win be able to
assert control at that stage will depend on the duration
of the struggle and whether any Western investment
remains in Western hands \viII depend on what assistance they have given both sides. One thing that is
certain is that an African Government will rule either
•
with or without foreign assistance.
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Three Schools for the El"ite
ZAMBIA

1

To-marrow's
Rulers
STUART GRAHAM

THE BOYS AT OUR school (and the five others like it in
this country) probably have a better chance of becoming
President than most others in the world: the choice
will be narrowed still further when the selected few go
on to write university entrance examinations and having
passed those wait until a scholarship is offered from
somewhere-and offered they are: twenty young
citizens ·were told a few weeks ago that they had each
been awarded £600 grants to put them through college
in the land of the free. For those who don't make the
Presidential stakes there will still be plenty of room
at the top, in whatever they choose. to do, and there
is little doubt that in a decade or so they will be
occupying executive grades in the Administration as
well as in those yet undefined realms of state enterprise
that are going to be necessary to get African Socialism
D10ving. The young men whose fate it has become to
guid·e and administer the African revolution after its
first few years of Aid and euphoria might not be fully
aware of the frightening responsibility they have inherited; but they certainly know that they are part of
their country's first generation to burst through to
Freedom after nearly a century of foreign rule, and
they shoulder this knowledge confidently enough.

in the rural bush, hundreds of miles
from anything that even looks like a city, but near
enough to a pleasant country town to have at hand
most of the tangible amenities like stores, hospitals and
electricity. The school itself was built on the cheap by
the Public Works Department about ten years ago, and
some of the early buildings are starting to show their
age. This year a great sum of money is being spent on
new buildings for more boys and more teachers, so that
in a year when the:}' are completed, we will be one of
the biggest secondary schools in the country.
At the moment we have about two hundred pupils,
most of them from this rural province, but a minority
from places as much as a thousand miles away, and
some even from other countries. They come here to
OUR SCHOOL IS
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Zambia

Swaziland
South Africa

learn enough to pass the Cambridge Overseas School
Certificate, and most of them do, in spite of the severe
handicaps imposed by their backgrounds, for most of
them are the sons of illiterate peasant farmers who
sweat a tough living from poor soil in a harsh climate.
There are exceptions among them-those whose fathers
are school teachers, policemen, civil servants, small
traders, but generally the boy has come from a world
where he is one of the very few who can read and write.
This is a circumstance that teachers and those who are
in charge. of activities outside the classroom have to
bear in mind, but often the leap into the world of
books and paper has been executed with such
thoroughness that the background is scarcely noticeable.
CLASSROOMS ARE MUCH the same the world over, and
it is perhaps possible to learn most about the boys
from their more general school activities. The school
is organised in houses, with about fifty boys in each of
the four. Each has its own dormitories (single storey,
cement-floored, barracks-like buildings), dining room
and common room, the latter usually decorated with
pictures, house shields and a notice board: on a table
are a variety of Inagazines and newspapers (a vernacular
weekly, the National Geographic, West Africa, New
Statesman, Guardian Weekly Review, Drum, local
political papers and so on), and perhaps a shortwave
radio or electrical gramophone.
Each house has a House Captain, and he is assisted
in his duties by prefects and monitors: they are subject
to the House Master who is a permanent member of the
teaching staff. The House Master, Captain, prefects and
monitors form a house council which watches over the
affairs of the house and acts as a· court in cases of
severe breaches of discipline. At the beginning of each
school year every boy pays house dues (about 25 cents
S.A.), which are spent on improving the amenities of
the house (by buying a radio, for instance) and to
provide working capital for the school's Co-operative
Tuck Shop, which again is run by a council. The shop
is registered with the government as a co-operative,
and sells, apart from sweets and biscuits, such things
as cocoa, tinned fish, razor blades, tea, margarine and
fizzy drinks: at the end of the year the profits are
shared among the four houses and are added to house
funds.
The prefects, chosen by the staff, are responsible for
discipline outside school hours, and it is they, together
with the Master on Duty (each resident staff member
is on duty for a week at a time) who see that the school
runs smoothly, in the dormitories, in the dining rooms,
during 'prep', and on the sports field.
HALF the afternoon is spent doing
manual work to keep the school grounds clean and tidy,

TWICE A WEEK
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and manual work such as digging or cutting grass is
the usual form of punishment for minor breaches of
school rules. More serious offenders can be gated, kept
back and made to work during the school holidays, Of,
as a last resort, expelled. Corporal punishment is never
used. While the prefects are, responsible for the maintenance of discipline, the running of the societies and
organisations that occupy much of the boys' spare time
is in the hand of elected committees under the usually
distant eye of one of the teachers. It is these clubs and
societies which probably best reflect the various intere,sts
of the boys. Apart from athletics, which are run on a
house basis (the Inter-House sports are practically the
only activity in which organised competiveness is
stimulated), the games are organised by the clubs, the
Football Club, for instance, being. responsible for
arranging matches and seeing to practice. Other
societies whose names reveal their nature are these:
Literary and Debating (junior and senior); Science
(junior and senior); Dramatic; Young Farmers; Stamp
Collectors; Students' Christian Movement; Boy Scouts;
History; Entertainers. Debates are usually on political
subjects, and are one of the schools favourite pastimes,
providing the occasion for the public expression of
deeply-felt convictions. The History Club organises
lectures and discussions on controversial topics (a recent
talk was on the merits and defects of the one party
system). The Entertainers are the singers, guitar players,
flute blowers, drummers and dancers; the Dramatic
Society is more severe, and has play readings from
writers like Shaw and Shakespeare. There are also a
number of regional associations, grouping boys from
various districts: tribal societies are forbidden, as is
canvassing for any political party.
a predominant preoccupation,
and can interfere with school work: usually though it
is apparent only at times when political matters are
talked about openly, as during the evening news bulletin for which prep is interrupted and all the boys file
along to the assembly hall for ten minutes. Favourable
news is greeted with cheers and clapping; bad newsthe passing of the recent South African "security"
legislation is an example-with groans and fist-shaking.
At the end of this country's general election a short
time ago, the whole school was convulsed with cheers
or groans as the results, for all the boys (with a single
possible exception) support the big African nationalist
party.
There are a few issues over which popular feeling
can be roused throughout the four houses, and food is
one of them (last year a junior secondary school'in the
province had to close after a strike which started
because of bad meat), and the school does its best to
maintain a standard that is both edible and nourishing.
To act as a safety valve against outbursts of popular
feeling, a Minister of Food is appointed from among
the boys, with the delicate job of negotiating between
cooks, Boarding Master and boys. The food itself is
"basic": the staple is maize in one form or another,
relieved by rice or bread several times a week; there
is meat, usually stewed, once a day, and good portions
of other items such as cabbage, beans and groundnuts.
The diet is monotonous (some boys break the sameness
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with private supplies of chillies or curry powder) but it
is considered better than the average diet in the villages:
certainly during bad seasons, rural boys would prefer
to stay at school for the holidays because of the
shortage of food at home.
AT THE END OF TERM (there are two terms a ~ear) each
house holds a party with delicacies bought from house
funds and music from an electrical gramophone. The
parties start after a formal house dinner (probably of
rice and stew and groundnuts) with the housemaster
present, and go on till ele.ven. Dish after dish of bread
and jam is carried to the tables, plates of sweets and
many mugs of orange juice or coffee are consumed;
many speeches are mader-praising house athletes, looking back on the term or forward to the next, discussing
house finances and the goods that have been bought;
riddles are told and answers called for, and record
afte.r record of dance music played-ieither South
African kwela and phatha-phatha, American rock and
twist, or Congolese "Afro-Cuban". The boys dance
singly or in pairs, or with any staff members' wives or
daughters who may be there. At intervals, the house's
star dancers give energetic performances of traditional
and modern dances.
Throughout the year dancing is a popular form of
entertainment, a sign perhaps of the extroverted openness which is found again in the surprising absence of
any noticeable. racial animosity.
•

SWAZILAND

2

Today's
Collaborators

An interview with a pupil at Waterford, the
recently established non-racial school in Swaziland, reprinted by permission.
Q.

A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

How many pupils are there at Waterford, their
age? all boys? their countries?
There are 16 of us, all boys, ages 14 to 15. 12 are
from South Africa, 1 from Mozambique, 2 from the
Rhodesias, 1 from Swaziland.
Their races?
8 Whites, 6 Africans, 2 Asians.
Do you find that the racial groups "gang up"?
To some extent yes, where their interests are the
same, but not necessarily.
Are you all conscious of colour or is it forgotten?
At first we were all very conscious of it and were
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Yesterday's
Rulers
CATHERINE

WILSON

"YOU WILL BE TEACHING THE sons of privileged people",
friends told me. An annual R400-worth of 'English'
prep school privilege, plus uniform, plus travel. Some .
boys live nearby and come as day boys in large cars
driven by chauffeurs, or in small cars driven by their
mothers, or, very occasionally, on their own bicycles. But
most live in Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth,
Johannesburg; some conle from Rhodesia and Kenya.
The Latin master, who lives in Rhodesia and returns
home for the holidays twice a year, fears that the train
home will be filled with school children. "From this
school?" I ask. "Goodness no, these boys all fly home",
he says somewhat acidly. Two of them flew from
Johannesburg to Cape Tov/n and back just for four

Q.

A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.

very "hearty" with each other; sort of "Hullo
brother" all over the place. Then we got sick of it
and differences started to show. Then we all settled
down and now take no notice of it.
Do you find that friendship is easily made with
boys of another colour?
We are all good friends but our interests differ a
a little. The Africans want to discuss politics, the
rest of us are more interested in games and hobbies.
Is colour forgotten in games, in eating and sleeping?
Yes, quite., specially when sleeping-Oh I see what
you mean, yes we share cubicles.
W hat are the out-door activities?
First there is "Service" for which we are divided
into groups to do jobs like clearing the forest, building a Vivarium, gardening, making a foot bridge.
Then ther~ are mountaineering expeditions, campit1g
and the usual games, soccer, cricket, tennis,
swimming.
Do you get any religious instruction?
Yes, we have special instruction in what is called
Divinity by Mr. Richardson, who is a lay-official in
the. Anglican Church.
Is this particularly related to A nglican beliefs?
No, it is a general study of Christianity.
Does the academic work differ much from what
you were doing last year?
No, I was in an A-stream class before, and they
are all A-stream boys at Waterford, but we get
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days' half term. It is not unusual for several to be flying
to Europe with their parents for the holidays. "Today",
says the Geography master, "we're going to learn about
Australia," and Coleman, aged ten, produces from his
desk the toy boomerang his mother brought back for
him after accompanying his father there on a business
trip. One nine-year old told me his grandfather had
given him R15 for Christmas. Another received for his
birthday a toy aeroplane which was able to perform
every kind of trick from dropping parachutes to launching rockets. A craze for yo-yos, lnarbles, bubblegum or
jacks is\ no sooner born than each child has his own
supply.
But privilege and good manners do not go together.
'Please' is an infrequently used word. At meals, cries of
"Can I have some more?" begin before I have started
nlY own helping. In class, "Did you type these yourself?"
asks one boy as I hand round duplicated sheets for translation. "D'you suppose", another asks loudly, "that she
can type? You've got a big idea of her talents".
The fault of the school? Possibly. It is run on 'English' lines, and its aim is to get as many boys as possible
through the South African Common Entrance examination to the St. Andrews, Hilton, Bishops type of school;
and occasionally through the English equivalent (which
is more difficult) to similar schools in England. Therefore Latin is taught; Science is not, and Van Zyl, passionately interested in Chemistry, gleans what he can
from his elder sister in the holidays.

much more individual attenrion. English is of a
much higher standard, and the non-White boys
have quite a lot of difficulty with it, and Geography
is more difficult. History and French are both new
subjects for me, but Mathematics, Science and Latin
are much the same as I did before. Then we have
Zulu as an extra.
Q And are you preparing for any Public Exalnination?
A. Yes, General Certificate of Education for one of the
British universities, Advanced Level.
Q What' about the routine, how does it compare with
other schools you have been to?
A. We hav.e a very ful ~ programme, as we make our
own beds, swe,ep our dormitories, lay the table,
wash up..c;lnd so" on. Then there are classes, Service,
sports, 'hobbies, Zulu lessons etc. We never stop
until the weekends.
Q. What is the discipline like?
A. Well, as there ar~. ~ight staff to sixteen pupils we
get plenty of discinline, but it is fair and firm.
Corporal punishment is given, but only for serious
things.
Q. And is there a good team spirit?
A. Yes there is. We are building up a new school and
everything depends on us, the standards, the traditions, everything.
Q. Is there one thing which you feel makes this school
different from others you have been to?
A. Yes, you can earn 6d an hour for doing extra work
on Saturdays, and that is jolly useful.
•
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At PRAYERS (NON-DENOMINATIONAL) each morning the
school is divided like bridge players into We and They.
We, the staff, face They, a mass of small human males.
Each group wonders what the other side has in store
today. There IS little administrative co-operation between staff and pupils. Head boy and prefects are
chosen each year by the headmaster, but the choices
are not always approved either by the rest of the staff,
or by the boys. Rules are laid down from above, and
the result is a microcosm of the political situation in
South Africa: the majority have no representation, and
opposition is therefore underground and hostile.
The prospectus emphasises the beautiful surroundings
of the school. No parent could wish to attend Prize Day
in a more attractive setting. Whether the boys notice
these conditions; whether they benefit from the view
towards the hills, the coolness of the trees in summer,
the rose garden in spring; whether they notice the position of the swimming pOOl, or hear the tinkling of the
water spray on the lawn outside the windows in those
few quiet moments in the hall, is doubtful; but the prospectus also mentions the food. The boys do notice this.
Monday's lunch is always the same, so is Tuesday's.
One class has the menu for each day 'written up on the
same sheet of paper as the timetable. Thursday, Latin,
Maths, Geog., Milk, Scripture, Hist., Stockfish and
Baked Pud., Rest, Games, Prep., Tea, Free, Polony and
Stewed Fruit. Waiters hurry in to the dining room laden
with stockfish and baked pud and the teacher at the
head of each table serves out. When there are no cries
for more there are complaints at having to eat at all.

small and overcrowded, the conversation often unbearable. Last term it was diets (there
are several women on the staff), Princess Alexandra's
wedding, and shop. The term before it was diets, the
heatwave and shop. Next term it will be diets, Profumo
and shop. Twice a term there is a political discussion.
THE STAFF ROOM IS

The New African
needs 100 agents

"I'm sorry", says the Maths. mistress, looking at a
picture of the white man who paid £35 lobola for a
Matabele bride, "but I don't like it", and this sparks o'ff
everyone, and for the first time a new member of staff
can "work out what shade of political opinion his colleagues hold. Few of the staff have degrees and in
moments of stress grammar is forgotten. "That isn't the
answer to the solution", says the History mistress, quite
distraught, when we are discussing which .political party,
if any, has an appropriate policy for South Africa to..
day.
The boys are not unaware of politics. "Are you a
Prog., Mrs. Wilson?" one of them asks me. The Latin
master, explaining the word 'primus' and trying to associate it with prime beef, butter and ministers, was
asked what the Latin was for the Minister of Injustice.
The same master, explaining 'niger', finds that the boys
immediately connect it with 'nigger': Cohen suddenly
bursts out, "Niggers! My goodness, when my stable
boy annoys me, I tell him who's who!" The English
master was explaining what 'intermediate' meant. "I've
got it", says Browne, "the Coloureds are intermediate,
they're between us and the blacks". Williamson shot out
of his classroom one day during 'prep.' to ask me "Will
there be a Poqo War?" automatically thinking of it as
another "Kaffir War", about which he had been hearin.g
in History that morning.
THIS, THEN, IS a private school in today's South Africa.
"If ever there's an argument for independent schools",
a friend wrote me, "it is surely in South Africa where
in the state schools indoctrination begins in Standard I".
The same friend, hearing of my first year's experiences
wrote "Of course if these boys are so awful it's going to
make you even more disgusted with the government
isn't it? To think that this is the ruling class and these
are the people who consider themselves superior to
everyone from Africans to Afrikaners".
•

An Optimistic Note

(Continued from page 125)

leaves us incapable of keeping track of them. True,
many of them are of minor importance, but the lesson
is clear. Lots will happen. And fast.
to replace the branches of the C.N.A.
And there were in the same period ancillary
which no longer stock i
CALS
evelopments : a group of Hollywood personalities
University of Kwazulu-Natal ame into the open against racialism, Marlon Brando
• No order too small-3, or 6,
nnounced he was going South to fight, and Miriam
or 100 or morePletermarttzburg
akeba-for long a singer aloof from politics-testified
e pay
gainst apartheid: and Eric Louw, ever one of our
• DISCOUNT: Sc per copy, and
postage or railage
Item No: •
est allies, called for a counter-boycott against the
candinavians.
• PRICE: 15c per copy, and 10c
...itJ_9_CO_"_tf'i_oI_No
__
: -_._.
.... A final absurd touch: commenting on South Africa's
students
withdrawal from the Economic Commission for Africa,
• RETURNS: no charge for unsold
a radio commentator stated, in sorrowful tones, that the
copies returned within six weeks
people who would suffer most were the Black States
of receipt.
who had benefitted from South African assistance.
Such conce~n for the poor blacks! This is hypocrisy
There is no better way of spreading the ideas and
on a par WIth arguments that boycotts would first hit
achievements of the new Africa than by spreading
the non-whites in South Africa.
The New African. Become a New African agent. Write
In this context, we like it that way!
CIRCULATION MANAGER, P.O. BOX 2068, CAPE TOWN.
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